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Abstract

It is now commonly accepted that polluting companies deeply contribute to climate

change. Environmental losses significantly impact companies’ profits so they have to man-

age them through different strategies to survive on the market. The model assumes two

types of firms, polluting and non-polluting, playing a Cournot-Nash game. Due to the

different impact on the environment, polluting firms have to pay an emission tax. Both

types of firms are risk averse and can cover the potential climate change loss choosing an

insurance coverage. From the comparative static analysis computed at the equilibrium, it

emerges a substitution effect between insurance and taxation. Moreover, insurance can help

clean firms to compete with dirty ones. Finally, we endogenize the market structure through

an evolutionary setting and we perform comparative dynamics to confirm the interplay of

taxation and insurance that arise from analytical results in order to nudge an ecological

transition.
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1 Introduction

The economic impact that a company can have from potential loss due to climate change can

be so significant as to cause it to go out of business. Indeed, several international organizations,

as the World Meteorological Organization of the United Nations and the Climate Action of the

European Commission, show how the rising of the global temperature, caused by production

activities, has generated more frequent and severe extreme weather events, such as cold and heat

waves, floods, droughts, wildfires and storms.1 Moreover, the Working Group II contribution to

the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report assesses the impacts of climate change, considering ecosys-

tems, biodiversity, and human communities at different levels, global and regional (IPCC, 2022).

Due to these reasons, recently, the number of papers dealing with natural disaster caused by cli-

mate change and their economic impact grows up in the economic literature. Among others, Tol

(2018) reviews the economic impacts of climate change and the policy that can be implemented.

Moreover, Botzen et al. (2019) collect theoretical and empirical methods to mitigate disaster

impacts while Kolstad and Moore (2020) measure the effect of climate on economic outcomes

estimating the costs of climate change impacts.

It is nowadays consolidated that polluting companies contribute to increase the probability of

an environmental loss that all the firms operating on the market have to bear. Regulators around

the world have adopted policies and instruments to mitigate the climate impact on the ecosystem

and in this field a lot of studies consider emission taxes useful to regulate firm emission reductions

and several papers analyze the potential interaction with green innovation (see, among others,

Feess and Muehlheusser 2002, Feichtinger et al. 2016, Yi et al. 2021). In other studies, Chen et al.

(2020) investigate how a carbon emissions taxation scheme can be structured to reduce emission

considering different green technology investment while Bian and Guo (2022) focus on the effect

of two environmental policies, the emission abatement subsidy and emission tax policies. It is

a common assumption that polluting companies have to pay an emission tax imposed by the

regulator to continue their activity. The cost for taxation contribute to decrease the total profit

that could not be sufficient to bear a potential environmental loss. Recent researches deal with

the effects of various financial incentives that compulsory insurance coverage could provide (Mol
1Click here for the World Meteorological Organization reports and here for the European Commission ones.
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et al., 2020). Other scholars focus on financial instruments as adaptation to environmental risk

(Castelli et al., 2019).

In this strand of the literature, the insurance sector is not present, although it plays an

essential role in the transfer of risk due to climate change. Indeed, as pointed out by Schlesinger

(2013), a risk averse firm can reduce the impact of the potential loss through an insurance

coverage. Seog (2006) focuses on the corporate demand for insurance under duopoly. The paper

highlights how firms purchase insurance in order to enhance their competitiveness. A higher level

of corporate insurance makes a firm more aggressive respect to the others not insured. Colivicchi

and Iannucci (2022) analyze whether it is possible that gaining an insurance coverage plays an

active role towards an overall improvement of the environment. The insurer could offer, indeed,

a coverage to reduce the economic impact of potential environmental loss and allow firms to

remain alive on the market.

This work presents a two-stages game in which two types of companies, polluting and non-

polluting, maximize their profit choosing the quantities of production. Firms are risk averse

and they can protect themselves against the climate change loss through an insurance coverage,

reducing the potential negative impact on profits. The optimal level of the coverage is chosen

according to the expected utility criterion. Firms operate in a Cournot-Nash game and consider

the loss of climate change as endogenous in the profit maximization problem. The study shows

that different business strategies can coexist on the market. Even if the presence of insurance

coverage is a strategic key to survive on the market, unfortunately the model points out that the

insurance itself is not enough to push a polluting company to favor a more voluntary and envi-

ronmental friendly business. An interaction with the emission tax is required and this represents

a novelty of the paper.

The results of the one-shot game are confirmed endogenizing the market structure. Indeed,

in the second part of the paper, firms can select their strategy according to a random matching

evolutionary game. The dynamics is determined by the replicator equation, a selection process

in which agents compare the expected payoffs of existing alternative strategies adopted on the

market and choose the most profitable one (for further details see, among others, Weibull 1995,

Cressman 2003, Sandholm 2010).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model and in Section 3 we
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perfome comparative statics. The evolutionary setting is presented in Section 4 while Section 5

deals with comparative dynamics. Section 6 concludes.

2 The model

Let us consider a Cournot oligopoly composed ofN ě 2 firms that produce a unique homogeneous

good. The firms can manage their business according to two different strategies: polluting

and non-polluting. The first typology of companies uses a polluting production technology (in

the following we will call them dirty firms, d) and for this reason these companies support

an environmental tax over their production quantities. The other ones adopt a zero-carbon

technology that allows them not to pay the emission tax (in the following these companies will

be called clean firms, c).

Denoting m P t0, 1, . . . , Nu as the number of clean firms and N ´m as the number of dirty

firms, the output price is given by the following linear inverse demand:

p “ γ ´
mÿ

c“1

qc ´
N´mÿ

d“1

qd (1)

where γ ą 0 is the output market reservation price while
řm
c“1 qc and

řN´m
d“1 qd represent the

quantities produced by clean and dirty firms, respectively. Dirty firms’ production generates

pollution which in turn causes natural extreme events. For the sake of simplicity, we assume

that this risk can affect each firm with the same probability η P p0, 1q and with the same monetary

damage. The loss function is distributed as follows:

rL “ pl, η; 0, 1´ ηq (2)

where

l “ δ
N´mÿ

d“1

qd (3)

with δ P p0, 1q that represents an impact parameter. Both typology of firms are risk averse and

can protect themselves from the potential loss through an insurance climate change coverage,

according to the choice of a coinsurance rate βi P r0, 1s, with i “ c, d, where βi “ 0 means that
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the firm is not insured while βi “ 1 means full coverage. The insurance premium is given by the

expected value principle:

Pi “ p1` λqβiEprLq (4)

where λ P r0, 1q is the loading factor (if λ “ 0 the premium is fair and the optimal choice by the

firm is full coverage, see Mossin 1968), and EprLq is the expected value of the loss:

EprLq “ ηl “ ηδ
N´mÿ

d“1

qd

The random profit function is composed of the operative profit (namely the difference between

output revenues and production costs, denoted as Ri) minus the insurance premium and the

random loss:

rπi “ Ri ´ Pi ´ p1´ βiqrL

The game develops in two stages with a discount rate equals to zero and it is solved in backward

induction. Firms choose the quantity in the first stage and then select the coinsurance rate that

maximizes the expected utility of their profit function, Euprπiq. Adopting a logarithmic utility

function (due to the risk aversion it is increasing and concave w.r.t. the risk), the problem of

choosing the optimal coinsurance rate is:

max
βiPr0,1s

Euprπiq “ lnpRi ´ Pi ´ p1´ βiqrLq (5)

Proposition 1 The optimal insurance coverage is:

βi̊ “
p1´ ηqp1` λql ´ λRi
r1´ p1` λqηsp1` λql (6)

Proof. Substituting (4), the first order conditions of the maximization problem (5) are:

BEuprπiq
Bβi “

„ ´p1` λqηlβi ` lβi
Ri ´ p1` λqηlβi ´ p1´ βiql


η `

„ ´p1` λqηlβi
Ri ´ p1` λqηlβi


p1´ ηq “ 0

From which we obtain the value of (6). l
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The optimal coinsurance rate can be interpreted as the firm’s demand for insurance.

Corollary 2 The denominator of (6) is positive if 1´ p1` λqη ą 0, that it is true if λ ă 1´η
η .

Therefore, the condition η ă 1
2 guarantees that λ ă 1.

Remark 3 If the market is composed of only clean firms, then the risk disappears and the optimal

level of insurance coverage is zero:

lim
mÑN βi̊ “ 0

Recall that only dirty firms pollute (see (3)).

The operating profits for each typology of firms are:

Rc “ pp´ ccqqc
Rd “ pp´ cd ´ τqqd

where τ ą 0 is the emission tax and ci represents the production cost. We assume that cc ą cd,

namely the clean technology is more costly than the dirty one. The maximization problem of

the random profit is:

max
qiPr0,`8q

rπi “ Ri ´ p1` λβi̊ qηl (7)

Proposition 4 The optimal values of the quantities are:

qc̊ “

$
’’&
’’%

0 if τ ď rcc´cd´p1`λqηδspN´mq´pγ´ccq
N´m

γ´cc´rcc´cd´τ´p1`λqηδspN´mq
N`1 if τ ą rcc´cd´p1`λqηδspN´mq´pγ´ccq

N´m

q˚d “

$
’’&
’’%

0 if τ ě γ´cd´p1`λqηδ`rcc´cd´p1`λqηδsm
m`1

γ´cd´τ´p1`λqηδ`rcc´cd´τ´p1`λqηδsm
N`1 if τ ă γ´cd´p1`λqηδ`rcc´cd´p1`λqηδsm

m`1

(8)

Proof. The first order conditions of maximization problem (7) are:

Brπi
Bqi “

BRi
Bqi ´

Bl
Bqi η ´

ˆBβi̊
Bqi l `

Bl
Bqi βi̊

˙
λη
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where

BRc
Bqc “ γ ´ 2qc ´

m´1ÿ

j“0

qj ´
N´mÿ

d“1

qd ´ cc

BRd
Bqd “ γ ´ 2qd ´

mÿ

c“1

qc ´
N´m´1ÿ

s“0

qs ´ cd ´ τ

Bl
Bqc “ 0

Bl
Bqd “ δ

Bβi̊
Bqi “

´
Bl
BqiRi ´ BRiBqi l

¯
λ

r1´ p1` λqηsp1` λql2

in which
řm´1
j“0 qj is the total output of the clean rivals while

řN´m´1
s“0 qs is the total output of

the dirty rivals. Invoking symmetry between firms of the same type, we get the values of (8). l

Corollary 5 The condition τ P pτ , τq, where

τ : “ rcc ´ cd ´ p1` λqηδsN ´ pγ ´ ccq
N

τ : “ γ ´ cd ´ p1` λqηδ ` rcc ´ cd ´ p1` λqηδsN
N ` 1

(9)

guarantees positive quantities for all market composition (namely qc, qd ą 0 @m).

Proof. Since
B
! rcc´cd´p1`λqηδspN´mq´pγ´ccq

N´m
)

Bm “ ´pγ ´ ccq
pN ´mq2 ă 0

then the condition

τ ą τ :“ cc ´ γ ` rcc ´ cd ´ p1` λqηδsN
N

is sufficient to guarantee qc̊ ą 0@m. Similarly, since

B
!
γ´cd´p1`λqηδ`rcc´cd´p1`λqηδsm

m`1

)

Bm “ ´pγ ´ ccq
pm` 1q2 ă 0
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then the condition

τ ă τ :“ γ ´ cd ´ p1` λqηδ ` rcc ´ cd ´ p1` λqηδsN
N ` 1

is sufficient to guarantee q˚d ą 0@m. Notice that τ ă τ if γ ´ cc ą 0, that is always true. l

The model therefore provides indications for the regulator regarding the amount of the emission

tax that must be defined in the interval pτ , τq, independently from the composition in term of pol-

luting and zero-emission firms on the market. From profit maximization’s first order conditions

we can rewrite the optimal random profits as:

rπc̊ “ pqc̊ q2 ´ p1` λβc̊ qpN ´mqηδq˚d
rπ˚d “ pq˚d q2 ´ p1` λβ˚d qpN ´mqηδq˚d

(10)

As standard in oligopoly theory we assume that profits are strictly positive.

3 Comparative statics

In this section we analyze the effect of emission tax and market composition on optimal insurance

coverage and optimal profits.

Proposition 6 Given the market composition, an increase of the emission tax decreases the

optimal insurance coverage of clean firms while increases the optimal insurance coverage of dirty

firms.

Proof. Differentiating (6) w.r.t. the emission tax we get:

Bβi̊
Bτ “

”
Bl
Bτ pqi̊ q2 ´ Bpq˚

i q2Bτ pN ´mqδq˚d
ı
λ

r1´ p1` λqηsp1` λqrpN ´mqδq˚d s2
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Since

Bqc̊
Bτ “ N ´m

N ` 1
ě 0

Bq˚d
Bτ “ ´pm` 1q

N ` 1
ă 0

Bl
Bτ “ pN ´mq

Bq˚d
Bτ δ ď 0

we derive that Bβ
˚
cBτ ă 0, for m ‰ N (see Remark 3). Differently,

Bβ˚d
Bτ “ pm` 1qλ

pN ´mqpN ` 1qp1` λqr1´ p1` λqηsδ ą 0

for m ‰ N (see Remark 3). l

A higher emission tax provokes a decrease in the polluting production and consequently a low

potential climate change loss. We can observe a substitution effect for the clean firms in terms of

reduction of the coinsurance rate, while the dirty ones increase the coverage due to the reduction

in the profit for the lower production. This income effect determines a lower ability to cover the

potential loss and, therefore, an increase of the demand for insurance coverage. Indeed, lower

operative profits would not be able to cover both the high costs of the tax and the possible

environmental loss.

Proposition 7 An increase of the number of clean firms decreases the demand for insurance of

both clean and dirty firms.

Proof. Differentiating (6) w.r.t. m, we get:

Bβi̊
Bm “

` Bl
BmRi ´ BRiBm l

˘
λ

r1´ p1` λqηsp1` λql2

Therefore,

sign

ˆBβi̊
Bm

˙
“ sign

ˆ
rpN ´mqBq

˚
d

Bm ´ q˚d sδpqi̊ q2 ´ pN ´mq
Bqi̊
Bm 2δqi̊ q

˚
d

˙

“ sign

ˆ
pN ´mq

ˆBq˚d
Bmqi̊ ´

Bqi̊
Bm 2q˚d

˙
´ q˚d qi̊

˙
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Since Bq˚
cBm “ cc ´ cd ´ τ ´ p1 ` λqηδ “ Bq˚

dBm , then sign
´ Bβ˚

cBm
¯
“ sign

´ Bβ˚
dBm
¯
. Differentiating β˚d

w.r.t. m, we obtain:

Bβ˚d
Bm “ ´tγ ´ cd ´ τ ´ p1` λqηδ ` rcc ´ cd ´ τ ´ p1` λqηδsNuλ

r1´ p1` λqηsp1` λqpN ´mq2pN ` 1qδ ă 0

negative if τ ă τ . l

More clean firms means lower potential environmental loss and, therefore, all types of firms

reduces the insurance cost.

Proposition 8 If the emission tax is relatively low, then clean firms demand more insurance

than dirty firms.

Proof. From (6) it holds that βc̊ ą β˚d if and only if qc̊ ă q˚d . According to (8), qc̊ ă q˚d holds

only if

τ ă qτ :“ cc ´ cd ´ p1` λqηδ (11)

with qτ P pτ , τq. l

In the case of a low emission tax, polluting companies will have an incentive to increase the

quantity of goods produced compared to clean ones. The latter will therefore have to bear a

decrease in their profits which may not be able to cover an expected climate loss. The plan of

action that emerges for clean companies is to protect themselves by increasing the coinsurance

rate. This result can be interpreted as a support of the insurance market for clean firms. The

opposite plan of action will occur in the case of an increase of the emission tax.

Proposition 9 An increase of the emission tax favors the clean strategy, increasing the optimal

profit of clean firms and decreasing the optimal profit of dirty firms.

Proof. From (10), we get:

Brπi̊
Bτ “ Bqi̊

Bτ 2qi̊ ´
„Bβi̊
Bτ λq

˚
d ` p1` λβi̊ q

Bq˚d
Bτ


pN ´mqηδ

Since Bq˚
cBτ ě 0, Bβ

˚
cBτ ă 0, and Bq˚

dBτ ă 0 (see Proposition 6), it is easy to check that Brπ˚
cBτ ą 0.

Differently, to understand the behavior of dirty profits w.r.t. the emission tax, we re-arrange the
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first derivative as:

Brπ˚d
Bτ “ r2q˚d ´ p1` λβ˚d qpN ´mqηδs

Bq˚d
Bτ ´ pN ´mq

Bβ˚d
Bτ ληδq

˚
d

since Bβ˚
dBτ ą 0 (see Proposition 6), it holds that Brπ

˚
dBτ ă 0 if 2q˚d ´ pN ´mqp1` λβ˚d qηδ ą 0, that

is always true assuming positive optimal random profits. l

From Proposition 9 we have an interesting indication about firm behavior in presence of taxation.

An increase of the emission tax favors the clean strategy, increasing the optimal profit of clean

firms and decreasing the one of the dirty’s. In this case dirty firms could not be able to support

even a potential environmental loss having no sufficient positive profit. The presence of an

insurance coverage can bear this loss. We can observe in this case that an interesting interaction

between the regulator and the insurance sector is necessary. Only a combined action of both

will have a positive effect on the market to nudge the agents to play in compliant with an

environmental transition.

4 Evolutionary dynamics

Assume now an infinite population of firms composed of both clean and dirty. At each time

period, N firms are randomly selected to play the game described above. Therefore, the payoff

(i.e., the profit) of adopting a strategy is a function of the market composition. Before choosing

βi̊ and qi̊ , each firm observes the composition of the N´1 rivals and computes the value of both

payoffs (rπc̊ and rπ˚d ) for every possible market composition. This approach has been introduced

by Droste et al. (2002) to a duopoly and recently developed, among others, by De Giovanni and

Lamantia (2016), Hommes et al. (2018), Kopel and Lamantia (2018), Lamantia et al. (2018),

Tichỳ et al. (2020) to an oligopoly.

We denote x P r0, 1s as the probability that a firm adopts the clean strategy. If the game is

repeatedly played, the probability x can be interpreted as the share of clean firms on the market,

and 1´ x as the share of dirty firms. Denoting k P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u as the number of rivals that
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adopt the clan strategy, the expected profit of the clean firm is:

Eprπc̊ pxqq “
N´1ÿ

k“0

ˆ
N ´ 1

k

˙
xkp1´ xqN´1´krπc̊ pk ` 1q

where

rπc̊ pk ` 1q “ rqc̊ pk ` 1qs2 ´ r1` λβc̊ pk ` 1qspN ´ k ´ 1qδq˚d pk ` 1q

Analogously, the expected profit of the dirty firm is:

Eprπ˚d pxqq “
N´1ÿ

k“0

ˆ
N ´ 1

k

˙
xkp1´ xqN´1´krπ˚d pkq

where

rπ˚d pkq “ rq˚d pkqs2 ´ r1` λβ˚d pkqspN ´ kqδq˚d pkq

The time evolution of the share x is given by the following replicator dynamics (see, for applica-

tions to insurance, Antoci et al. 2019, Galeotti et al. 2020):

9x “ xp1´ xq rEprπc̊ pxqq ´ Eprπ˚d pxqqs (12)

The replicator equation admits three types of steady states: px “ 0, in which all firms are dirty,

px “ 1 in which all firms are clean, and an inner state, px P p0, 1q, in which there is coexistence

between firms. Only stable steady states are Nash equilibria. Therefore, denoting px˚ as a stable

steady state, the corner ones px˚ P t0, 1u are pure Nash equilibria, while the inner px˚ P p0, 1q is a
mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium (see, for further details, Hofbauer and Sigmund 2003).

We denote rπ˚cd as the optimal random profit of a clean firm if it encounters on the market

only dirty firms (k “ 0, namely m “ 1 in the above game), rπc̊c as the optimal random profit

of a clean firm if it encounters on the market only clean firms (k “ N ´ 1, namely m “ N).

Analogously, we denote rπ˚dd as the optimal random profit of a dirty firm if it encounters on the

market only dirty firms (k “ 0, namely m “ 0), rπ˚dc as the optimal random profit of a dirty firm

if it encounters on the market only clean firms (k “ N ´ 1, namely m “ N ´ 1). The expected

profits can be represented as affine functions of the probability x over the bounded and limited
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interval r0, 1s:

Eprπc̊ pxqq “ rπ˚cd ` prπc̊c ´ rπ˚cdqx

Eprπ˚d pxqq “ rπ˚dd ` prπ˚dc ´ rπ˚ddqx
(13)

Therefore, if rπ˚cd ´ rπ˚dd ă 0 and rπc̊c ´ rπ˚dc ă 0, then Eprπc̊ pxqq ă Eprπ˚d pxqq @x and so px˚ “ 0 (see

Fig. 1(a)), while if rπ˚cd´ rπ˚dd ą 0 and rπc̊c´ rπ˚dc ą 0, then Eprπc̊ pxqq ą Eprπ˚d pxqq @x and so px˚ “ 1

(see Fig. 1(b)). Differently, if

px “ rπ˚cd ´ rπ˚dd
rπ˚dc ´ rπ˚dd ´ rπc̊c ` rπ˚cd

then Eprπc̊ pxqq “ Eprπ˚d pxqq. This inner steady state is unstable if rπ˚cd´ rπ˚dd ă 0 and rπc̊c´ rπ˚dc ą 0

(see Fig. 1(c)), while it is stable if rπ˚cd´ rπ˚dd ą 0 and rπc̊c´ rπ˚dc ă 0 (see Fig. 1(d)). The following

proposition holds.

Proposition 10 Suppose the existence of px P p0, 1q such that Eprπc̊ pxqq “ Eprπ˚d pxqq. The inner

steady state is unstable if ppτx01 , pτx02 q X ppτx11 , pτx12 q ‰ H. Conversely, it is stable if
´
pτ , pτx01 q Y

ppτx02 , τq
¯
X

´
pτ , pτx11 q Y ppτx12 , τq

¯
‰ H. Where pτx0

1 and pτx0
2 are the solutions of the equation

rπ˚cd ´ rπ˚dd “ 0, with τ ď pτx0
1 ă pτx0

2 ď τ , while pτx1
1 and pτx1

2 are the solutions of the equation

rπc̊c ´ rπ˚dc “ 0, with τ ď pτx1
1 ă pτx1

2 ď τ .

Proof. The inequality rπ˚cd ´ rπ˚dd ą 0 can be expressed as a quadratic function of the emission

tax: Aτ2 ` Bτ ` C, where A “ p1 ´ ηqN2 ` p1 ´ 2ηqλN2 ´ p1 ´ ηq2N ´ p1 ´ 2ηq2λN . Since

λ P r0, 1q, η P p0, 12 q and N ě 2, then A ą 0 and so the parabola is concave up. Assuming ∆ ą 0,

it holds rπ˚cd ´ rπ˚dd ą 0 @τ P pτ , pτx01 q Y ppτx02 , τq, with τ ď pτx0
1 ă pτx0

2 ď τ .

Similarly, the inequality rπc̊c ´ rπ˚dc ă 0, can be expressed as a quadratic function of the

emission tax: Dτ2 `Eτ ` F , where D “ ´ηλ2N2

r1´p1`λqηsp1`λqpN`1q2 ´ N2

pN`1q2 . Since D ă 0, then the

parabola is concave down. Assuming ∆ ą 0, it holds rπc̊c ´ rπ˚dc ă 0 @τ P pτ , pτx11 q Y ppτx12 , τq, with
τ ď pτx1

1 ă pτx1
2 ď τ .

Therefore, we derive that px P p0, 1q is unstable if ppτx01 , pτx02 qXppτx11 , pτx12 q ‰ H, while it is stable

if
´
pτ , pτx01 q Y ppτx02 , τq

¯
X
´
pτ , pτx11 q Y ppτx12 , τq

¯
‰ H. l
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

(a) The dirty strategy dominates the clean
strategy.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

(b) The clean strategy dominates the dirty
strategy.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

(c) No dominance of strategy, the inner
equilibrium is unstable.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

(d) No dominance of strategy, the inner
equilibrium is stable.

Fig. 1. Dominance of strategies.

5 Comparative dynamics

In this section we analyze numerically the dynamics (12) at changes values of the emission tax.

Fig. 2(a) shows how the inner unstable steady state separates the two basins of attraction.

Indeed, denoting x0 as the initial conditions, if x0 P p0, pxq, with px ă 1, then all the trajectories

approach the equilibrium in which all firms are dirty. Conversely, if x0 P ppx, 1q, with px ą 0,

then all the trajectories approach the equilibrium in which all firms are clean. This means that,

except the case x0 “ px P p0, 1q, the market will be composed of only one type of firms. Moreover,

if the inner steady state is unstable, lower is the value of px P p0, 1q and greater is the basin of

attraction of the zero-emission economy (px˚ “ 1). Notice in Fig. 2(a) that if the emission tax
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(a) The unstable inner steady state separates two
basins of attraction.
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(b) Bifurcation diagram if the inner inner steady
state is unstable.
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(c) All trajectories converge to the stable inner
steady state.
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(d) Bifurcation diagram if the inner inner steady
state is stable.

Fig. 2. Dynamic regimes. Legend : in (b) and (d) continuous line represents stable states,
while dotted line unstable ones. Parameter values: N “ 3, γ “ 1, cc “ 0.3, cd “ 0.15, δ “ 0.1,
η “ 0.15, λ “ 0.1 in (a) while λ “ 0.2 in (c), τ “ 0.1225 in (a) while τ “ 0.12025 in (c).

increases, then px P p0, 1q decreases. This means that the basin of attraction px˚ “ 1 increases,

favoring a market composition in which only clean firms exist.

Otherwise, Fig. 2(c) shows what happens if the inner steady state is stable. Regardless of the

initial conditions x0, all the trajectories approach px˚ P p0, 1q. This means that the market will

be composed of both clean and dirty firms. Moreover, from Fig. 2(d) it emerges that an increase

of the emissions increases px˚ P p0, 1q, namely the number of clean firms goes up, fostering a

low-carbon transition. The numerical results of Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d) confirm the analytical

results of Proposition 9, namely an increase of τ favors the clean strategy, so the number of clean
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Fig. 3. Comparative dynamics of the optimal insurance coverage at the stable steady state.

firms increases.

We study the behavior of the demand for insurance at the inner stable steady state (see Fig. 3).

Notice that if the emission tax increases then the optimal insurance coverage of both types of

firms increases, and clean firms demand more insurance than dirty ones. From Proposition 6,

it emerges that if τ increases then the optimal coinsurance rate of the clean firms decreases,

while the optimal coinsurance rate of the dirty firms increases. However, an increase of τ causes

an increase of the number of clean firms (see Proposition 9), and an increase of the number

of clean firms causes a decrease of the optimal insurance coverage of both types of firms (see

Proposition 7). The final effect is that pβi̊ goes down. Finally, pβc̊ ą pβ˚d because τ ă qτ (in the

simulations qτ “ 0.1320), as noted in Proposition 8.

6 Conclusions

The model studies the behavior of a market in which polluting and zero-emission companies

operate. Polluting firms instead contribute to pollute and so must bear an emission tax on

the amount of their production. Both categories of companies have to support a potential

environmental loss and have an insurance climate change coverage available. Due to the risk

aversion, they can decide how much to insure themselves choosing a coinsurance rate.

Since the insurance alone is unable to lead the market towards green behavior, we have studied
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the interaction that it can have with policy interventions. The emission tax and the insurance

coverage are in this paper two key factors influencing the behavior of the companies for their

profit maximization. The model shows a substitution effect between the two instruments. The

work consists of two main parts. The first one presents a comparative analysis from which the

relationships among taxation and market structure is algebraically investigate. We highlight

some important features. The potential damage and the loading factor influence the choice of

the coinsurance rate and the model provides instructions for the regulator on the setting of the

emission tax, independently from the composition in term of polluting and zero-emission firms on

the market. A higher emission tax provokes a decrease of the polluting production and favor the

decrease of the potential climate change loss. The model shows a substitution effect for the clean

firms that can reduce their coinsurance rate. On the contrary dirty firms increase the coverage

because of the reduction of their profit caused by a lower production. For this income effect

dirty firms are unable to cover the potential loss and the high cost of the tax and so increase the

demand for insurance. In presence of a relatively low emission tax, polluting companies will have

an incentive to increase the quantity of goods produced compared to clean ones. For the cleans is

convenient to protect themselves by increasing the coinsurance rate. This is an interesting result

that shows how the support of the insurance market is fundamental for the survival of clean

firms on the market. The opposite will occur when the emission tax is relatively high. A very

important interaction between the regulator and the insurance sector emerges. Only a combined

action between these policy tools can nudge firms to play in compliant with an environmental

transition.

In the second part of the paper, the evolutionary dynamics shows how the model is able to

understand the changing in the business strategies on the base of different market conditions.

The probability to be clean or dirty firm operating on the market has been endogenized and

two dynamic regimes, in which both types of firms exist at the equilibrium, can be observed. In

the case of unstable inner steady state, the market will be composed of only one type of firms

and the transition dynamics depends on the initial conditions. In the case of stable inner steady

state, the market will be composed of both type of firms and all trajectories will approach to it.

Finally, the numerically comparative dynamics performed at the stable inner steady state

confirms the main analytic results: the substitution effect between insurance and taxation and
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that clean firms demand more insurance than dirty one if the emission tax is relatively low.
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